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tight Tudor-style home in suburban Seattle, Bobbe and Jon

Bridge were ready for change. Their citywide search led

them to a so-so house on a stunning sloped site with amaz-

ing views of Puget Sound's vibrant natural and nauti.cal life.
The couple's first instinct was to renovate, but as they worked

with architects George Suyama and Chris Haddad of Suyama

Peterson Deguchi, they quickly realized that the price tag

for everything they wanted to change was nearing the

cost of starting over.

First and foremost, Suyama and Haddad designed the new

home to support a couple passionate about getting together

with others-anything from an intimate meal with another

couple to a catered affair with 100-plus guests. However,

Bobbe and Jon also wanted a home that dazzled guests with
quality, not quantity. Their solution played out architecturally
in a two-level open floor plan that incorporated strategicaliy
placed windows and sliding doors along walls facing the water
to foster the strongest possible indoor/outdoor connection.

Beyond an Asian-inspired wall of manganese ironspot
brick, a courtyard functions as an open-air foyer, direct-
ing attention to the waters below. The actual entry is a

rather small room that transports guests into a sprawl-

ing public area where the kitchen, dining room, and liv-
rng room encourage views and foot traffic to a deck be-

vond. Streamlined fixtures minimize distractions, and all



kitchen appliances and entertainment components are

camouflaged behind panels of rift-cut oak or slabs of gran-

ite. Cabinets and level changes define various spaces while

preserving views, and lighting is subtly recessed into open

oak soffits that resemble garden arbors' Custom furniture,
including a velvet sectional, walnut-and-bronze dining table,

and granite-top island, mimics the home's strong, simple

lines. Japanese and Chinese artifacts (some more than 2,000

years old) and numerous pieces of recent Asian art give the

sleek surroundings a hand-hewn, history-rich quality.

A broad steel staircase leads down to a family room and

other personal spaces. The master suite and a home office on

the far end make the most of the lot's sharp drop-off' Thanks

to creative cantilevering and wraparound windows, these

spaces feel as if they're hovering in the treetops while pack-

ing in additional water vistas. A sunken patio lies beyond a

wall of sliding glass doors. Under the shade of a magnificent

cedar tree, guests can mingle around the courtyard, enjoying

the minimalist waterfall and reflecting pool, or Bobbe and

Jon can share a quiet glass ofwine before turning in.
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